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he thesaurus contains more words –IOT, M2M, Big data, energy storage,
alternate energy, “The fifth fuel“ etc. To me, the whole ecosystem of all
these terms put together drives the message of convergence of field devices
and IT. The reason for emergence of all these terms and the associated
applications around them is perhaps the result of an inability of each
initiative to succeed in a given energy objective when implemented in
isolation. Unless one has a device level, aggregation level and an enterprise
level roadmap in any given energy application, we would perhaps be unable
to have a fully developed implementation. The good part here is that an ecosystem of specialized products and systems are evolving and effective
systems integration is the key to a successful implementation.

ICT and energy management
ICT came in because energy applications started to be looked upon purely
from an IT perspective The “C” part was not really focussed upon. As a
result the implementers ended up with a lot of data and came up with the
most eloquent looking graphics, the best analytics and then after the menu
was served, they just didn't know what to do with this entire data deluge!!
The C part ensures that the source of data generation is properly captured
and understood. Relevance of the data generated, event driven data
structures-which help optimize data aggregation at enterprise level,
deterministic data points, a unified language or a standard protocol for
communications all happened under ICT. The best part of this exercise is
that there is a lot of consumer involvement in the process since at the field
level they are at home with their pain points. ”Understanding enables
involvement”.
Networks have an important role to play in ICT. Networked solution
architectures will ensure a more robust implementation and a much better
ROI. It's not just about a few sensors connected to software. It's about
enterprise connectivity. If we want to run an effective energy management
programme in the 50 odd buildings inside a campus like Infosys Bangalore,
we need to figure out a way by which we treat these buildings as nodes in a
network and get them to a focal point of control and data. The usual method
is to run an EMS programme in one facility and then see how much it saves
and then go to the next one. This process takes time and will never be able

to unleash the power of connected
communications and their resultant
impact on energy and ROI.
Singapore Management University
is a good example of a unified
communications model. If the
communication back bone is well
thought of, one can even do other
applications apart from energy
within the same backbone.
The advantages of ICT in the data
worlds are well established and
growing. The controls industry-of
which energy is a part, tends to be
conservative and adoption of new
approaches is taken with a lot of
caution. In India we see a lot of
focus on the generation side of
energy. With the R-APDRP program,
the focus shifted to the transmission
and distribution side. But the thrust
remains on generation, may be
under the aegis of the fact that we
are power deficit. “You cannot
control what you cannot measure “is
a very well-known statement with the
energy targeting, monitoring and the
energy audit community. “ You
cannot leverage what you have
generated” is the message for
policies aimed solely at generation
of power. The question to ask here
is–are we really using all the power
that we have generated? Where,
why and how much are we wasting
the produce?

...continued in page 12

editor's note

gear up to smarter, wiser energy management

It is no news that there is a huge gap between India's
energy and supply; more than 400 million people are not
even connected to the electricity grid. Initiatives involving
ICT solutions and energy efficiency are often multifaceted
and therefore need to involve a wide range of funders,
promoters, users and other stakeholders. The
governance models for planning and coordinating the
initiatives need to provide a coherent leadership and
management structure to reflect these aspects. The
energy efficiency solutions developed for ICT will provide
new tools, technologies and insights which can – and
should – also be used for further applications. Smart
technologies like accounting, auditing, monitoring and
control tools can turn buildings into 'smart loads' so that
they can respond to the electricity grid wiser. Reduction in
costs, improved competitive positioning and reduced
financial risk comes from a combination of the right
information and insight from the right energy
management solutions. India's ICT industry – powerful,
revolutionary, and influential - can assume a key role in
working with the country's energy sector to assist large
consumers in managing their energy consumption better,
and strengthen its stride towards an energy secure future.
A realistic overview and understanding of the worldwide
impact of ICT on the environment in general and on
energy and electricity needs is crucial as this technology
is becoming more widespread and pervasive in our day
to day lives. As India invests $1 trillion in its infrastructure
in the coming years, private and public sector will need to
make the most of smart solutions that provide services to
the millions of people moving to cities, or the millions
being supplied with energy for the first time. A key to
overcome these challenges would be a services-oriented
approach, even though there will be a need to test,
measure and understand the benefits. Financiers should
be able to categorize between the customers who are
interested in 'smart' energy efficiency solutions. They
need to implement incentives that really work to change
behavior, and keep an eye on whatever regulatory or
information barriers stand in the way. We can certainly
rely on the possibility that a diversity of solutions will be

tried and tested, and India's innovation will inform the rest
of the world.
In our first cover story, Dr. V P Singh presents his insights
of the current energy management practices in India. He
states that the 'Cost Plus Pricing' method of tariff setting
in India reflects supply side concern and ignores the
demand side economics. The author also points out that
with low level of DT metering, discoms find it difficult to
recognize the section of consumers who actually
contribute more to revenues. This necessitates the
application of Business Analytics and smart meters to
enable electricity markets to correctly estimate product
demand, and purchase power judiciously based on an
accurate and differential strategies to different consumer
segments.
Nikhil Naraharikrishna, in his article weaved around the
Internet of Things (IoT) explains how the manual way of
having dedicated staff to read meters and record data is
being phased out with better, faster, error-free and
automated data collection mechanisms. The article goes
on to say that data driven decision-making begins at the
infrastructure level, and the use of data analytics uncover
insights into energy consumption patterns, peak shaving,
demand & load trending and advanced power quality
analytics.
Further, we move on to the story of Smart Campus, a
three-year Europe-wide project run from August 2011 to
January 2015, aimed to develop smart services and
applications to empower eco-conscious users on
campus to increase energy efficiency. The project
deployed cutting edge ICT infrastructure including a
centralized meter data management system in nonresidential university buildings to increase energy
efficiency and curtail energy consumption, emphasizing
on existing opportunities.
The ADEME article in this issue gives interesting insights
into the impacts of information and communication
technologies on energy efficiency, with special focus to emails, web searches and USB flash drives. The article
based on a Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) conducted by
ADEME, also gives simple and useful tips to optimize
environmental impact of our use of ICT.
We hope you enjoy reading this issue of energyη manager
magazine, and also welcome your comments, case
studies and opinions.

K. Madhusoodanan
Editor

(Please contribute your articles and
case studies to reach the editor at
madhukoovaprath@gmail.com or
energymanagerhq@gmail.com)
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nformation and Communication Technology (ICT)
systems are at the core of today's knowledge based
society. Like everywhere else, ICT has a crucial role to
play in delivering energy efficiency as well, as was rightly
recognized by the European Commission in its
recommendation of 9 October 2009 'on mobilizing
information and communication technologies to facilitate
the transition to an energy-efficient, low-carbon economy'
(European Commission, Information Society and Media,
Executive Summary, 2011).
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smart analysis of
energy demand:
key to energy management in
India's electricity sector
Dr Vikas Prakash Singh

for global economic growth, as

rate trajectory. Today, we have more ambitious

in India' is not just a mantra reverberating in India, in
fact, it is becoming a hope for the rest of the world

Christine Lagarde, Managing

too. Christine Lagarde, Managing Director of

Director of the International

International Monetary Fund (IMF), during her recent

Monetary Fund (IMF) remarked.

visit to India, remarked that India is a key engine for
global economic growth and further termed India as

The Integrated Energy Policy

a 'bright star' in an otherwise gloomy global

shows that India requires 1524

economic horizon. Further she mentioned that both

bn kwh of electricity by 2016-17
and 3880 bn kwh by 2031-32,
for a GDP growth rate of 8%.

'Make in India' or 'Make for India' are laudable
objectives, but they need reliable and affordable
sources of energy . India's vision on growth is
grand, which is evident from the following excerpt

Thanks to 'Make in India', with

taken from PM's speech at the recent ET Global

investment commitments in

Business Summit - "India is a $2-trillion economy

India's manufacturing sector

today. Can we not dream of an India with a $20trillion economy?" Foreign commitment of billions of

adding to the energy demand

dollars of investment in India's manufacturing sector

faster than expected, our

is expected to raise the energy demand in the

discoms need to take a relook at
the demand - supply scenario.

country much faster than expected. The power
distribution companies may need to change their
orientation towards demand and supply to take

Smart demand analysis, using

advantage of this potential increase in energy

better information furnished by

demand. We will look at this through the analysis of

smart meters, and processed
with tools for analyzing big data,
can yield high precision

present demand supply situation; major challenges
faced by power sector in India; recognizing
heterogeneity of demand among the consumer
segments; possible anomaly in tariff setting; poor

estimates and go a long way in

demand analysis leading to poor health of discoms

improving decision making and

and finally the way forward through application of

energy efficiency.

smart analysis of energy demand: key to energy management in India's electricity sector

looks at India as a key engine

I

goals than ever in the history of the country. 'Make

tools of Business Analytics in dealing with the big
data.

Some 600 million Indians do not have
access to electricity and about 700
million Indians use biomass as their
primary energy resource for cooking.
India is the fourth largest primary energy
consumer, after China, USA and Russia,
and estimates say that the primary
energy consumption would reach 738.07
mtoe by 2016-17 of which approximately
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billion population, requires huge supplies of

38 percent would be met through
imports. By 2031-32, India's per capita
energy consumption is expected to be
around 1,124 kgoe, almost double the

energy.At present the supply scenario is dismal.
Some 600 million Indians do not have access to
electricity and about 700 million Indians use
biomass as their primary energy resource for

2009 levels.

cooking . Ensuring lifelong supply of clean energy to
all is essential for nurturing inclusive growth. The
Integrated Energy Policy shows that India requires
1524 bnkwh of electricity by 2016-17 and 3880 bn

Energy Demand Supply Gap

kwh by 2031-32, for a GDP growth rate of 8%. For
the year 2003-04 the total electricity consumption

In this ecosystem the energy system occupies a

was 633 bnkwh. The electricity generation as of

crucial role. Economic growth of a country, with 1

today is 912 bnkwh. India is the fourth largest

Table 1: Projection for Electricity Requirements

Year

Billion kWh

Projected Peak
Demand(GW)

Installed Capacity
Required(GW

@GDP Growth
Rate

@ GDP Growth
Rate

Total Energy
Requirement

Energy Required
at Bus bar

@GDP Growth
Rate

@GDP Growth
Rate

8%

9%

8%

9%

8%

8%

8%

9%

2003-04

633

633

592

592

89

89

131

131

2006-07

761

774

712

724

107

109

153

155

2011-12

1097

1167

1026

1091

158

168

220

233

2016-17

1524

1687

1425

1577

226

250

306

337

2021-22

2118

2438

1980

2280

323

372

425

488

2026-27

2866

3423

2680

3201

437

522

575

685

2031-32

3880

4806

3628

4493

592

733

778

960

Source: Integrated Energy Policy 2006

Table 2: Projection for Total primary Commercial Energy Requirements

Year

Population
in Millions

GDP
(Rs. In Billion
@1993-94 prices)

(in Mt of oil equivalent)

TPCES
(Mtoe) 1
GDP Growth Rate

TPCES
(Mtoe) 2
GDP Growth Rate

8%

9%

8%

9%

8%

9%

2006-07

1114

17839

18171

389

397

394

403

2011-12

1197

26211

27958

521

551

537

570

2016-17

1275

38513

43017

684

748

732

807

2021-22

1347

56588

66187

898

1015

998

1142

2026-27

1411

83145

101837

1166

1360

1361

1617

2031-32

1468

122170

156689

1514

1823

1856

2289

Source: Integrated Energy Policy 2006

We generally look at one demand figure,

Russia. Total primary energy consumption in 2009

say 8,00,000 MW by the year 2030-31,

was 487.6 million tonnes of oil equivalent (mtoe) or
4.6 percent of total global primary energy

and wish to address the listed supply

consumption (Refer Table 1). As per Planning

side challenges. But, this approach to

Commission of India (which is now the Niti Ayog),

energy management is inadequate as it

the primary energy consumption would reach 738.07

doesn't appreciate the heterogeneity

mtoe by 2016-17 of which approximately 38 percent
would be met through imports. With one-sixth of the

among the different segments of

world population, India's per capita energy

consumers. Energy planning in India is

consumption was 585 kilograms of oil equivalent

still being done in terms of 'elasticity of

(kgoe) in 2009, far lower than the global average.

energy supplied' and 'elasticity of

With expected high growth rate in the future, India's

electricity generated'. Integrated Energy

per capita energy consumption is expected to be
almost double by 2031-32, around 1,124 kgoe,

Policy states that have used electricity

which will still be lower than the 2009 world average

generation rather than consumption in

of 1,797 kgoe . Let us have a look at the challenges

calculation of elasticity, because while

that India faces to achieve these targets.

losses have been rising over time,

smart analysis of energy demand: key to energy management in India's electricity sector

primary energy consumer, after China, USA and

precise data is not available on technical
losses and commercial losses - which
includes pilferage, non-billing, and noncollection.

 Lack of adequate and appropriate fuel - coal,
natural gas or uranium
 No-Go policy on Environmental concerns
 Banks reluctance to give further credit

Recognizing Heterogeneity in Quantity of
Electricity Demanded
All the challenges listed above, except the last one,
point towards supply side of the energy business.
We generally look at one demand figure, say

 Poor financial health of Distribution Companies

8,00,000 MW by the year 2030-31, and wish to
address the listed supply side challenges. But, this

 Lack of understanding between State Electricity
Regulatory Commissions (SERCs)and Discoms

approach to energy management is inadequate as it
doesn't appreciate the heterogeneity among the
different segments of consumers. There have been

 High Transmission and Distribution Losses

attempts to estimate overall demand, but, there has

 Inadequate investment in Transmission and

respective demand functions for different consumer

not been satisfactory success in identifying
Distribution infrastructure w.r.t investment in

segments. Marketers of goods and services, across

Generation

the world, calculate 'elasticity of demand' w.r.t price,

 Skilled Manpower
 Finally, the slowing down of economy which has
pulled down the demand for power resulting in low
PLF

income, substitutes and advertising etc. Energy
planning in India is still being done in terms of
'elasticity of energy supplied' and 'elasticity of
electricity generated'. Integrated Energy Policy
states "We have used electricity generation rather
than consumption (in calculation of elasticity)
because while losses have been rising over time,

a quarterly magazine of the society of energy engineers and managers / India
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The power sector is plagued with myriad issues like
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India
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precise data is not available on technical losses and

metering, the discom can never get to

commercial losses -which includes pilferage, non-

know which section of consumers is

billing, and non-collection."

contributing more to revenues. Though

Even if the data on above mentioned variables were

there are different slabs of tariff, the

available, the elasticity calculated would still be

discom is not clear about which

income elasticity rather than price elasticity. In fact,

consumer is subsidizing whom. Time of

if electricity companies wish to be get their business
strategies right, they need to estimate the

the day metering will help in flattening

elasticities in terms of at least - price and quality of

the peaks of consumer demand. A 2013

power. Electricity Act 2003, talks about 'Open

study shows that though India's total

Access', in order to give the consumer choice of

installed capacity was 223,346 MW and

electricity provider. Without understanding the
relationship between 'Demand for Electricity', 'Price

the peak demand was far less at 135,453

of Electricity' and 'Quality of Electricity Supply', how

MW, there was still a shortfall in meeting

is the concept of 'Open Access' expected to work?

the demand.

Tariff setting in India based on 'Cost Plus

Anomaly in Tariff Setting

Pricing' method, reflects supply side

Tariff setting in India is totally based on 'Cost Plus

concern and ignores the demand side

Pricing' method, which totally reflects supply side

economics. With low level of DT

concern and ignores the demand side economics.

The distribution sector in India's power

Delhi, the private discoms are being subjected to

sector is piled with accumulated losses

audit by CAG. This distortion has made the discoms
lose their business to diesel gensets. Great Lakes

of Rs 1.14 trillion and the total debt is

Institute of Management Gurgaon, conducted a

around Rs 1.2 trillion. When the discom

study "Gurgaon's Power Distribution Assessment" in

doesn't know who is willing to pay and

2013, and found that against a peak electricity

how much is the ability to pay, then,

demand of 1000-1100 MW the Gurgaon circle
consumers have installed captive generation of 2000

there are bound to be commercial

M W. Each unit of power used from this source is

losses. Between 2007-08 and 2011-12,

priced at Gurgaon circle's average electricity

the gap between average cost and

demand which is 800MW. Average power cut in

average tariff per unit of electricity was

Gurgaon is 03hrs/day, which reaches even 07

between 20 and 30 percent of costs.

hrs/day during peak seasons. Gurgaon circle has
100% metering at consumer level but DT level

Mounting regulatory add to discoms'

metering stands at 8.67%. With such low level of DT

cash flow problems, jeopardizing routine

metering, the discom can never get to know which

operations.

smart analysis of energy demand: key to energy management in India's electricity sector

This has distorted the market and made it ugly. In

section of consumers is contributing more to
revenues. The consumer who is more regular in
making payment, needs to be provided with better
quality service. It is understood that a certain

Lack of Demand Analysis Leads to Poor

category of consumers' needs to be subsidized and

Financial Health of Discoms

that is why there are different slabs of tariff.
consumer is subsidizing whom. If we include the

the consumer is willing to pay and has the ability to

fixed charges, it is found that the lowest slab

pay, at a particular price, at a particular time. When

consumer contributes the maximum to the revenue

the discom doesn't know who is willing to pay and

from per unit electricity supplied . This implies that

how much is the ability to pay, then, there are bound

we are imposing a heavier burden of fixed charges

to be commercial losses. The distribution sector in

on the consumer who does not wish to consume

India's power sector is piled with accumulated

much. So, even the differential pricing is unable to

losses of Rs 1.14 trillion and the total debt is

capture the essence of demand properly. This

around Rs 1.2 trillion. There are various issues

shows there is a whole lot of confusion which needs

which brought discoms to this crisis. Main issue is

to clarified before tariffs are set for different

irrational tariffs charged by discoms to the end

category consumers. Electricity price should be

consumer. The Planning Commission report stated

based on demand and supply of electricity at a

that the cost of supplying electricity increased at a

particular time. At present the price is same for the

rate of 6.4 percent annually between 1998-99 and

residential customer irrespective of the time. This is

2009-10. Also, in the same time, the average tariff

another evidence of demand side of business being

also increased at an annual rate of 5.8 percent.

ignored. Time of the day metering will help in

However, the report shows that the average tariff per

flattening the peaks of consumer demand. A study

unit of electricity has consistently been much lower

of india's power sector by Wartsila shows "Though

than average cost of supply per unit. Between 2007-

India's total installed capacity (as on 31-3-2013) was

08 and 2011-12, the gap between average cost and

223,346 MW, and the peak demand was far less at

average tariff per unit of electricity was between 20

135,453 MW - there was still a shortfall in meeting

and 30 percent of costs. Mounting regulatory assets

the demand. Shortages continue to exist in different

(cost that utilities aren't able to recover because of

parts of the country." Moreover, it indicates over-

lower tariff) have added to the discoms' cash flow

investment in generation.

problems, jeopardizing routine operations.
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Quantity demanded is defined as the quantity that
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Ironically, the discom is not clear about which

smart analysis of energy demand: key to energy management in India's electricity sector

Technically discoms should not face these losses

and microeconomics. These tools can help in

because they apply for annual revenue requirement

analyzing the load curves at micro level and hence

(ARR) to state electricity regulatory commission

enable decision making in a much more effective

(SERC), which includes cost of power supply and

manner. This is will bring huge benefits in terms of

returns that discoms are eligible for. But because of

energy efficiency too. We know that a MW of energy

some external pressures and not to burden the

saved is worth more than a MW of energy

consumers with higher tariffs, SERCs may not

generated.All such initiatives will certainly require

approve the same. This will result in regulatory

huge investments from distribution companies to

assets. These regulatory assets are illiquid assets

improve the infrastructure for enabling this kind of

for discoms.

demand analysis. States will have to quickly bring
their act together to implement the
recommendations of the Shunglu Committee Report
to make the discoms more vibrant. SERCs will have

Smart meters and application of Business

to function judiciously and force the discoms to

Analytics can make it possible for

come up with the respective Annual Revenue

electricity markets to correctly estimate
the demand for its product. Smart
demand analysis will enable discoms to
purchase power judiciously based on an
accurate weather forecast or design
differential strategies to different

Requirement (ARR).
Dr Vikas Prakash Singh is the
Director of PGPM (Energy) at Great
Lakes Institute of Management,
Gurgaon, India. Dr Singh has done
management development
programs for leading organizations
in energy domain including Central
Electricity Authority (CEA), IOCL,
Shell and Cairn.
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consumer segments based on microlevel
12 demand patterns. States will have to
quickly bring their act together make this
possible.
The Way Forward
The first step for success of any business is to
understand and correctly estimate the demand for
its product or service. Smart meters and application
of Business Analytics can make this possible for
electricity markets, which was not the case a few
years back. Better information furnished by smart
meters, when processed with tools of analyzing Big
Data, can yield high precision estimates of
electricity demand. There are companies that use
Business Analytics to accurately forecast the
weather conditions for the next day and hence can
help discoms to purchase power judiciously in the
day ahead market. Big data analysis can throw light
on consumer demand patterns even at micro level.
These tools can help companies devise
differentiated strategies for different consumer
segments. The analysis can move from just
macroeconomic in nature to a combination of macro

...continued from page 04

There has to be an equal emphasis on control of
consumption sources as well since that's the place where
all the action happens. “Edge control is key”. The smart
grid initiatives worldwide, ICT projects, IOT, M2M all try to
focus on the sources that actually consume power. The
cascading effect of a consumption centric application is
that one can really focus on energy benchmarking
programs, demand response programs, feed excess
power or power saved back to the grid. Technologies like
ICT with a strong communications focus can really bring
about a transformation in the way we see, use and
consume power.
India is at a very interesting crossroads of her energy
situation. We have spoken and debated a lot, done a little
bit, also failed in some of our energy practices .Perhaps
due to our size and variations, we don't have one
absolute technology dominating us. This is the right place
to roll out energy projects with data and communications
as the thrust. We are starting to get there with
identification of the 14 cities for smart grid pilots, APDRP,
drafting of smart grid communication specs etc. Perhaps
our mantra is “Hasten slowly“!
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Ever since the internet has become
an inevitable part of our lives,
almost every device we use is
connected to it and is used to store
and provide important data. The
digital world has exploded onto the
reality of life with 3 billion people
currently connected to the internet
through devices like smartphones,
PCs and laptops, and is poised to
have some 28 billion "things" being
connected to the internet by 2020.
When it comes to energy efficiency,
the traditional way of having
dedicated persons to read meters
and record data is being phased
out with better, faster, error-free and
automated data collection
mechanisms. Intelligent metering
infrastructure and data analytics
provide the data-points to set Key
Performance Indicators for energy
consumption and take business
decisions based on these KPIs.
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Nikhil Naraharikrishna is currently
heading marketing for Power
Solutions business of Schneider
Electric in India.
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By 2017, annual losses in India's power sector will amount to 27
billion USD unless sweeping reforms are taken up. Apart from
transmission and distribution losses; another important reason is
the timely payment and collection of electricity bills. To solve the
cash flow woes of Electricity Boards, an innovative pre-paid bill
collection model has been introduced. This model offers
consumers even in remote areas an easy and convenient bill
payment mode, and the DISCOMs pre-paid bill collection at a
lower cost. The Chhattisgarh State Power Distribution Company
Limited (CSPDCL) has been the first one to successfully
implement and benefit from the pre-funded bill collection model.
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I

ndia's power sector will face annual losses of $ 27
billion by 2017 unless sweeping reforms are taken
up, the World Bank had said in early 2014. One key
improvement area identified has been tackling
inefficient subsidies. As per the World Bank's
calculations 15,000 hospitals and 123,000 schools
could have been developed in 2011 if the states had
not been required to pump money into utilities to
keep them afloat.
A part of the losses of state electricity utilities are
caused by technical reasons: i.e. transmission and
distribution losses; another part is however due to
simple reasons like customers being unable to pay
bills despite being willing to and the state electricity
utilities being unable to collect bills despite having
every intention of doing so.
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Only less than 10% of the Indian
population uses payment instruments, and
the remaining 90% still goes through the
inconvenience of travelling to service
providers counters and waiting in queues,
wasting time and money. Even when
22
money is paid, it takes 3-5 days to reach
the utility provider's bank account leading
to cash flow problems and rising cost of
funds.

Why and how did this state of affairs come to pass?
Is there a solution to this? Let us first take the
problem of the collection and payment of bills.
Many times errant customers do not pay bills and in
some cases even if the money is paid, it takes 3-5
days to reach the utility provider's bank account
causing cash flow problems and raising the cost of
funds as the interest cost on the borrowings of these
utilities is very high. It is this kind of outstanding by
customers that has led to an ailing power sector. The
government has then had to bail out through
subsidies.
The hilly and dangerous nature of certain terrain
means that often the utility's officials have problems in
reaching the customers leave alone collect money
from them.
On the customer side, willing customers often find
that the cost of travel and loss in a day's wages

exceeds the bill itself. This in turn leads to them not
paying the bills and the utilities\distribution
companies in turn disconnecting their power supplya situation which benefits nobody.
Considering the fact that less than 10% of the Indian
population uses payment instruments, the remaining
90% still goes through the inconvenience of travelling
to service providers counters and waiting in queues,
wasting time and money. Service providers, and more
importantly electricity companies / state DISCOMS,
on the other hand also get multiple benefits. Since the
production, supply and distribution is already preset,
the most key deliverables are collection and recovery.
Pay Point's compelling offering provides an innovative
solution to these DISCOMS by improving their cash
flows and collection. This is done by offering the
Innovative pre-Funded Model.

In the pre-funded model, money is
transferred up-front to the DISCOM, for
which the DISCOM gives a virtual limit to
the ITES platform amounting to the money
deposited. The platform distributes this
virtual limit to their retail network to accept
bill payments towards the DISCOM. The
platform has built in mechanisms for
checks, balances and notifications which
generate real-time transaction and
collection information for DISCOMs.

The Innovative Pre-Funded Model
The Pre-paid Bill Collection Model, introduced by Pay
Point India, is specially designed for Electricity
Boards. The model targets the main pain-point of the
Electricity Boards, payment collection. The money
paid at the DISCOMs counters usually takes 1 - 3
days to reach their bank account and even longer in
the remote areas. Considering electricity boards
collect thousands of crores these costs of funds /
interests can be enormous. In case of the unique prepaid bill collection model, Pay Point maintains an
advance / pre-paid working capital with Electricity
Boards. It first transfers the money up-front to the
DISCOM, for which the DISCOM gives Pay Point a
virtual limit amounting to the money deposited. This
virtual limit is further distributed by Pay Point to their
retail network to accept bill payments towards the

The ITES platform provides consumers an easy and
convenient access to organised services and
payments through a retail franchise network with
more than 13,000 touch points across India. The
transactions are executed on a real-time basis for all
services through the retail network with high safety,
security and disaster recovery implementation
through state of the art hardware as well as software.
The proprietary bill payment and settlement platform
allows consumers to pay their utility bills instantly, and
receive a confirmation and / or a receipt with legal
validity. This allows users to pay the bill on the due
date till 11:59 p.m.

the pre-funded electricity billing model: solving the industry's cash-flow woes using IT

This unique bill payment collection service is offered
to public, private and state-run electricity providers
and The (CSPDCL) Chhattisgarh State Power
Distribution Company Limited has been the first one
to successfully implement and benefit from the
unique innovative pre-funded bill collection model.

Pre-funded model Process Flow

Transactions are executed on a real-time
basis for all services through a retail
network with high safety, security and
disaster recovery implementation through
state of the art hardware as well as
software. The bill payment and settlement
platform allows consumers to pay their
utility bills on the due date till 11:59 pm
and receive a confirmation and / or a
receipt with legal validity.

 Customer visits a Pay Point retailer shop for paying
his electricity bill
 The retailer enters the consumer's account number
& mobile no into the retail portal
 The information is passed to the Electricity Board's
server on a real-time basis to check the
outstanding amount
 The customer pays the cash to the retailer and a
legally valid receipt is issued to him in print and/or
by SMS
 The retailers in total can collect bill payments only
to the value of money pre-funded with the
Electricity Board
 A dedicated team is available to maintain the fund
with the electricity board

Benefits to Consumer
 Can pay their utility bill in their neighbourhood
 No extra cost
 No queue
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Overall, the money that used to take 1-3 days or
higher to reach the DISCOMs comes in even before
the payment is made and that too at a lower cost of
collection. The zones where collection was not
happening or happening much, payments are being
collected made and in many cases, well in time.

 A pre-paid balance is prefunded with Electricity
Board

January - March 2015

DISCOM. Pay Point's platform has built in all the
checks, balances and notifications which generate
real-time transaction and collection information for
DISCOMs, analyse the need, and send notifications
when the pre-paid limit come close to exhaustion.
When the limit is exhausted, the DISCOM is again
pre-funded and the rolling continues.

the pre-funded electricity billing model: solving the industry's cash-flow woes using IT

 Flexible working hours

approved.

 Hassle free, real-time, transaction with legally valid
receipt

 On approval from service provider, the Pay Point
server generates a transaction ID.

 Multiple platforms and modes for payment

 The transaction is confirmed and an
acknowledgement is sent to the customer.

Benefits to the Electricity Boards
 Additional collection counter in rural zones / remote
areas
 Live transactions and real-time update
 Low collection cost
 Online MIS reports
 No set-up or maintenance cost
 Consumer convenience in their neighbourhood
 Customer care support

Fund Flow
 First, Pay Point transfers money to the service
provider for limit.
 A Service Provider's executive checks the bank
statement & gives a limit to Pay Point.
 Pay Point distributes the limit to the retailers for
accepting customer's bill payments.
 Once the limit is exhausted, the retailer deposits
money for trade limit.

Improved cash Flow
 In the current collection system, electricity boards
would get funds on T+1 days to T+3 days in rural
locations from the time of payment
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24  In some cases the collection counters did not exist,
so the consumers don't pay the bill or pay them
later, just in time to avoid disconnection of power,
for 3 months total at the end of the period
 The pre-paid model gives the money upfront i.e.
before the transaction has even taken place at Pay
Point's retail outlet which drastically improves the
cash flow and reduces the interest cost
 Thereby saving interest costs and providing
additional working capital to the Electricity Boards

Pre-Paid: Process Flows
System Flow
 Customer visit retail outlet to make a bill payment
 Retailer enter the customer's CA No# & Amount
into the retailer portal
 The server forwards the details to the service
provider's server for validation.
 The service provider's server validates the details
and checks wallet limit.
 On successful validation, the transaction is

Payment Settlement
 Pay Point sends the MIS & data file to the service
provider.
 A Service Provider's executive checks and uploads
the file to the server.
 Server updates the payments in the customer's
account.
The innovation is not only in technology. In operations
and fulfilment, it also creates a win-win situation for all
the stake holders including retailers who earn a
significant second income for furthering these
services in their extended neighbourhood.
Mr. Romil Meghani is Director
Communications of Pay Point India
Limited.
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smart campuses to achieve energy efficiency

residential university buildings, a
three-year Europe-wide Smart Campus
project reached 30% energy savings,
10% beyond the expected 20%.
Funded by the European Commission,
Smart Campus aims to develop
services and applications that
empower eco-conscious users on
campus with real-time information and
decision-making tools to increase
energy efficiency. Targeting public
buildings located in universities, the
project uses cutting edge ICT
including a centralized meter data
management system. The project
helped realize the campuses' energy
savings, effectively engage users, and
empower them to change towards a
more energy efficient behaviour.
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Targeting energy efficiency in non-
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I

mproving energy efficiency in buildings is a public
goal and a multi-faceted challenge. It depends on

the external environment such as climate conditions,
the physical building such as its building materials
and the users' behaviour including how people use
appliances and lighting. Smart Campus, a three-year
Europe-wide project run from August 2011 to
January 2015, addressed the opportunities that exist
in university campuses to reduce energy
consumption and to increase energy efficiency in
specifically non-residential university buildings.
Smart Campus banked on the understanding that
Information technology is the key to increasing
energy efficiency.

Smart Campus used cutting edge ICT
and a strong ICT infrastructure. The
services and applications developed to
increase the energy efficiency and reduce

January - March 2015
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the energy consumption allowed users to
access real-time information, take
decisions based on this information and
also control the environmental conditions.
Simultaneously, the energy management
systems learnt and adapted to the
specific user routines.

Funded by the European Commission, Smart
Campus used cutting edge ICT and a strong ICT
infrastructure. This helped realize the campuses'
energy savings, effectively engage users, and
empower them to change their behaviour towards a
more energy efficient behaviour. In all four European
pilot campuses, namely in Finland, Portugal, Italy
and Sweden, the pilots involved staff and students.
The stakeholder engagement was critical in order to
galvanize the attention around the project, the
awareness of their initial energy behaviour and the
results from the pilots.

smart campuses to achieve energy efficiency

In Luleå, Sweden, over 20%
energy was saved in office
space and car heaters which
can be programmed through the
computer or the smart phone.

The pilot campus in Helsinki,
Finland, successfully tested
several lighting scenarios
resulting in concrete energy
saving investment plans as well
as reaching around 20% savings
by training the kitchen staff.

In Lisbon, Portugal, new apps
were created that enabled the
students to vote for the kind of
lighting and temperature
conditions in the campus areas.

In the Milan, Italy, pilot using
automated system sensors,
involving the campus community
and implementing new smart
solutions resulted in savings
from 30% up to 60% in heating,
HVAC and lighting scenarios.

January - March 2015
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Smart Campus aimed to increase the energy

experiments saved around 25%. "The energy

efficiency and reduce the energy consumption by

consumption visualizer shows the amount of energy

developing services and applications. These allowed

used compared to the average, and the car heater

users to access real-time information and take

can be programmed through the computer or the

decisions based on this information. Users could

smart phone.

also control the environmental conditions, which was
previously not possible. And they became aware of
their energy habits. Simultaneously, the energy
management systems learnt and adapted to the
specific user routines. Simplicity was the key to the
smart systems used for the project.

In Lisbon, Portugal, new apps enabled the students
of IST campus to vote for the kind of lighting and
temperature conditions in the campus areas.
Through the SMART CAMPUS projects meters and
sensors measure and monitor the energy use. In
some specific test sites, for example in the library,
IST reached an efficient energy reduction of more
than 40% The key factor for these results was the

The Smart Campus pilots used a

combination between technology and human

centralized meter data management

behaviour. The measurement equipment provided

system that integrated with several

real-time information that both increased awareness

different metering systems to collect data,
validated it and provided the campuses

The two pilot campuses (Myyrmäki and Leppävaara)

with feedback on how the forecast

in Helsinki, Finland, successfully tested several

compared to the actual results. Some of
a quarterly magazine of the society of energy engineers and managers / India
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and changed the behaviour of the users.

real-time information to visualize data and
control for example lighting and HVAC
equipment.

lighting and ventilation scenarios, as well as
improved the energy efficiency in the kitchens.
Kitchens are one of the biggest energy consumers,
so by reducing the energy consumption in the
kitchens the overall energy consumption in the
buildings on campus has been reduced. By training
the local kitchen staff, the scenarios led to concrete
energy saving investment plans and reached around
20% energy savings. Teachers opine that the led

One of these ICT systems was a centralized meter
data management, Generis. It collected the energy
consumption data from all the pilot campuses,
validated it and provided the campuses with
feedback on how the forecast compared to the

panel lit classroom provides very smooth light and
the dimming option is great when showing
presentations or videos. They also say following the
energy consumption with ICT systems is a good
experience.

actual results. This, together with the new web
dashboard, provided a longer period view of the
savings, compared to the predicted model, baseline
or comparison measurement.
The pilot attained major savings in different locations
and with different test scenarios. Some of the

The Milan pilot recorded significant
savings, where the pilot used automated
system sensors, including the campus

applications were totally new, used real-time

community and smart solutions. In three

information to visualize data and control for example

scenarios run out of a single classroom,

lighting and HVAC equipment.

the average energy savings registered

In Luleå, Sweden, office space and car heater

was 53%.

In Milan, Italy, the pilot used automated system
sensors, including the campus community and
smart solutions. In three scenarios run out of a
single classroom, the average energy savings
registered was 53%. In a corridor scenario, 40%
energy savings were recorded from UBT and
technical upgrades. In the teacher rooms scenario,
55% energy savings were registered. As a result of

describing how to implement the Smart Campus
project methodology and best practices in a public
building in order to achieve energy efficiency
through user behaviour transformation. The Manual
is directed towards three major categories of
readers; Building-level Managers, Municipal and
Regional Authorities; and Public Authorities and

smart campuses to achieve energy efficiency

end of the project and is written with the objective of

Policy Makers at the National and European level.

these significant savings, the Milan pilot is

Smart Campus pilot project reached 30% energy

considered to be a success.

savings which is 10% beyond the expected 20%
goal. The project provides strong proof that the EU's
energy efficiency target of 20% by 2020 is well
within reach.

to a Green Paper - Policy

Energy efficiency is a common goal regardless of

Recommendations for Saving Energy in

country or region. Smart Campus highlighted that

presented in March. The Green Paper led

ICT systems for energy management in buildings
need to optimize energy consumption while
simultaneously addressing the users' requirements.

to a larger discussion how can new

This requires ICT systems that provide real-time

policies and new business models drive

data, visualizes it, provides feedback and learns

the energy change in Europe. The Smart

based on the users' preferences.

Campus Manual which will be available

It is clear that the tools to reach and even surpass

at the end of the project is directed at

the goals set for energy efficiency already exist and

building-level managers, municipal and

they can be achieved on a European-wide scale.
Energy data management systems need to draw on

regional authorities; and public

a deep understanding of the energy trade,

authorities and policy makers.

regulatory environment, IT systems and business
processes to be effective and efficient - and deliver
value to society.

The findings from the SMART CAMPUS led to a
Green Paper - Policy Recommendations for Saving
Energy in Public Buildings in Europe which was
presented in March. It was aimed at the European
Parliament and European Commission to guide
European policy makers and others in the future. It
was also disseminated through the internet portal
www.greensmartcampus.eu, presentations, local
workshops, videos, newsletters, scientific articles
and social media. The Green Paper led to a larger
discussion how can new policies and new business
models drive the energy change in Europe.
The Smart Campus Manual will be available at the

Mr. Anders H. Lier is Chairman,
Innovation Forum Norway, and
President & CEO of Enoro Group.
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environmental impact of e-mail,
web searches and USB flash drives:
some early answers offered by ADEME
According to the 2008 "Impacts of Information and Communication
Technologies on Energy Efficiency" report prepared for the
European Commission, Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) accounted for 2% of Europe's greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions in 2005. The same report pointed out that by
2020 the figure could reach nearly 4% with a "Business As Usual"
scenario and about 3% with an energy-saving scenario (transition
to energy-efficient solutions). The use of ICT, already an integral
part of our personal and professional lives, has a high growth
potential; its environmental impact is becoming a major issue.
With that in mind, The French Environment and Energy
Management Agency (ADEME) set out to evaluate ICT's
environmental impact. It launched a study in 2011, focusing on life
cycle analysis (LCA) of these practices. The study, done by BIOIS
and critically reviewed by several independent experts, focused on
three things: E-mail, Internet searches and USB flash drives.

analysis of information and communication technology life cycles

Tip:

Rationalize the number of each e-mail
addressees as much as possible
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Increasing the number
of e-mail's addressees by
10 multiplies the impact on
climate change
by four.
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analysis of information and communication technology life cycles

Tip:

Print only if necessary
Examples:
- Reading a 4-page document, whose
estimated reading time is put at 3-4
minutes a page, on screen will have less
impact on potential climate change.
- If it takes longer than approximately 15
minutes to read the four-page document,
it is preferable to print it out in black and
white, front/back, 2 pages per sheet.

Tip:

- Optimize document size in order to
reduce message size and the amount of
information sent and stored.
- Save only necessary e-mails.
- Sort your e-mails and clean out your
mailbox on a regular basis.
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Tip:

- Compress big documents before
sending them.
- When possible, send hypertext links
instead of attached files.

Typing a site's address
instead of using a search
engine saves 5 kg of CO2
equivalent/year.

- Bookmark frequently consulted sites.
- Type the url address in the navigation
bar instead of using a search engine.
- Narrow searches in order to limit strain
on the search engine.

Tip:

analysis of information and communication technology life cycles

Tip:

- Make your computer last as long as
possible.

- Making it easier to browse through
documents (itemized contents, indexes,
keyword searches, etc.) when preparing
data to be downloaded on a USB flash
drive will help cut the time it takes to
read the document transmitted on
screen, consequently reducing the
environmental impact of data
transmission.
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analysis of information and communication technology life cycles

Tip:

- Print in black and white whenever
possible.

Tip:
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- Print only if necessary.
- Quickly assess the received document's
size before deciding whether to read it
on screen or print it out. Read
PowerPoint documents on screen
instead of printing them out.
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- When printing is necessary, if possible
print on front/back, 2 pages per sheet.

- They often contain little text and, consequently, take relatively little time to read.

Tip:

- Avoid systematically handing out
promotional or other flash drives whose
main purpose is not to transmit
information.
- Use flash drives with sizes matching your
needs.

Reminder of useful tips
- Make your computer last as long as possible.
- Avoid systematically printing out every
document, whatever its nature.
- Optimize Internet searches.
- Rationalize the number of e-mail addresses.

Notes:
1.This document is based on a press release made by ADEME to
create public awareness in July 2011. Though no attempt has been
made to update the information that may be outdated, most of the
tips are still relevant today.
2.ADEME is the Environmental and Energy-Efficiency Agency in
France. It participates in implementing public environmental, energy
and sustainable development policies. The agency makes its skills
and consulting expertise available to companies, local communities,
the government and the general public in order to help them move
forward in their environmental efforts.

- Clean out your mailbox on a regular basis.
- Buy an energy-efficiency certified computer
(e.g. European ecolabel or Energy Star).
- Be attentive at the end of your computer's life. It is
considered electronic waste: taking it to a dump
or back to the store are two possible options.
- Avoid systematically handing out promotional
USB flash drives.

India's high ambient temperatures coupled with rising middle class and fastgrowing economic needs is leading to a rapid increase in the use of Room
Air Conditioners (RACs). According to the World Bank, RAC use is projected
to grow ten-fold from 2011 to 2031, resulting in an increased demand on
India's power grid. RACs could account for 46 gigawatts (GW) of peak
energy demand by 2020 and 143 GW by 2030. With 1.2 billion people
currently without electricity and daily power outages a regular occurrence
due to the current stress on the energy grid, reducing energy demands is
vital to supplying reliable power across the country. The challenge for India
is to increase energy consumption efficiently, without affecting the overall
energy intensity of the economy. Innovative alternative refrigerants with low
global warming potential (GWP) could provide an answer.
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energy efficient refrigerants: reducing stress on India's energy grid
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ndustry leaders in the built environment are

years. The Council on Energy, Environment and

discussing how alternative refrigerants used as

Water (CEEW) expects the number of installed

coolants can improve the energy efficiency of room

RACs to grow from roughly 4 million to 116 million

air conditioner (RAC) units. Innovative alternative

with increased electricity consumption from 8

refrigerants with low global warming potential (GWP)

terawatt hours (TWh) in 2010 to 239 TWh by 2030.

can work with efficient air conditioning units to

Hence, the energy impact of RAC use in India will

reduce stress on the power grid and mitigate

continue to be significant.

climate change impacts. Indian companies can be
the leaders in next-generation RACs that achieve

This projected growth in energy consumption is

higher energy efficiency. By adopting these

expected to place a significant burden on India's

alternatives, India can take advantage of an

energy grid. According to the World Bank, RAC use

emerging market, prevent a major share of future

is projected to grow ten-fold from 2011 to 2031,

climate-changing emissions, and meet its energy

resulting in an increased demand on India's power

needs cost effectively while fulfilling its national

grid. RAC use overlaps considerably with the times

goals.

of day that the electricity grid is highly stressed.
Phadke estimated that RACs could account for 46
gigawatts (GW) of peak energy demand by 2020
and 143 GW by 2030. With 1.2 billion people

RAC use overlaps considerably with the

currently without electricity and daily power outages

times of day that the electricity grid is

a regular occurrence due to the current stress on

highly stressed. Studies estimate the
number of installed RACs in India to
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38 grow from roughly 4 million to 116
million with increased electricity
consumption from 8 terawatt hours
(TWh) in 2010 to 239 TWh by 2030. This

the energy grid, reducing energy demands is vital to
supplying reliable power across the country. The
challenge for India is to increase energy
consumption efficiently, without affecting the overall
energy intensity of the economy. To do this, India
must take advantage of every energy saving
opportunity. This is also the least-cost option to
meet the energy demand.

projected growth in energy consumption
is expected to place a significant burden
on India's energy grid.

Switching to alternative refrigerants supports
national goals. Using energy efficient refrigerants in
air conditioners supports the central government's
goals to improve access to energy while achieving
energy security. In 2014, Power Minister Piyush

Energy Efficiency

Goyal announced a goal of uninterrupted access to
energy for all homes, commercial buildings, and

India's high ambient temperatures, rising middle

industry within the next five years. Furthermore,

class and fast-growing economic needs means RAC

during U.S. President Obama's recent visit to India,

use is increasing rapidly. RAC use already accounts

Prime Minister Modi announced his commitment to

for up to 40% and 60% of energy use in the cities of

making concrete progress on phasing down HFCs

Mumbai and New Delhi, respectively. One study by

at the Meeting of the Parties to the Montreal

Amol Phadke, et al. showed that RAC market

Protocol in 2015. What is clear is that the business-

penetration in urban households stood at only 3% in

as-usual scenario will place such a burden on the

2010. The Indian market is poised for explosive

energy grid that the national goals will be

growth in RAC energy demands, especially as the

impossible to reach.

economy grows. In fact, RAC sales have been
growing at an average of 20% over the last 10

hanging fruit to combat climate change. RACs use

Global Warming Potential (GWP) of 2,088

refrigerants called hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs).

compared to Carbon Dioxide at 1. Two

HFCs are some of the fastest growing greenhouse

lower-GWP alternatives are R-290 or
propane, which has a GWP of less than

gases (GHG) in the world. Scientists estimate that
unless HFCs are rapidly phased down, HFC use
and emissions will grow exponentially due to the

5 and R-32, which has a GWP of 677.

phase out of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and

Studies estimate that the use of R-32

hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs). According to

could bring about a 31% reduction in

the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

GHG emissions by 2050.

(IPCC) the default replacement refrigerant, HFC-
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Using alternative refrigerants is also the low

replacement refrigerant HFC-410A has a

410A has a GWP of 2,088 (compared to carbon
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According to the Intergovernmental Panel

energy efficient refrigerants: reducing stress on India's energy grid

dioxide at 1). The United Nations Environmental

can help address the growing energy crisis along

Programme (UNEP) reports that HFCs have the

with climate change. Two refrigerant alternatives, in

potential to raise the global temperature by 0.5°C all

particular, R-290 and R-32 have received significant

by themselves by 2100. Two lower-GWP alternatives

attention and are increasingly being used in India

are R-290 or propane, which has a GWP of less

and internationally. RACs using lower-GWP

than 5 and R-32, which has a GWP of 677. These

refrigerants can provide greater energy efficiency

reductions are significant. Studies by CEEW

while providing a thermodynamic advantage by

estimate that the use of R-32 could reduce GHG

improving performance at high ambient

emissions by 31% by 2050.

temperatures-such as those present in India.
Research found that in the short or medium term,

India is prone to the adverse effects of climate

approximately 90% of HCFCs and high-GWP HFCs

change, including the threat of drought and floods.

could be replaced by substances with low or

Specifically, India's National Action Plan on Climate

moderate GWP in developing countries. According

Change showed that India has already experienced

to Phadke, this equals energy savings of about 60

a national increase temperature of 0.4°C, variable

GW at peak demand by 2030, and is equivalent to

regional monsoons, and sea level rise of 1.06-1.75

avoiding the construction of 100 mid-sized coal-

mm per year. If HFCs are not addressed, it is very

fired power plants. Switching to lower GWP options

likely that India will experience amplified weather

could result in a 15% energy savings.

patterns. This results in a dangerous cycle that
requires more RACs to keep people comfortable in
the face of the increasing heat. This places

and Daikin are already manufacturing and marketing

additional burdens on the energy grid, which

RAC units using climate-friendly refrigerants, R-290

continually exacerbates the problem.

and R-32, respectively. Experts at Öko-Recherche in
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Leading manufacturers such as Godrej & Boyce

Frankfurt/Main, Germany indicate R-290 is already
on the market and could save 11.9 gigawatt-hour
(GWh) of energy per month over the HFC-410A

RACs using lower-GWP refrigerants can

refrigerant that is currently being used. R-290 has a

provide greater energy efficiency while

5 star energy efficiency rating from India's Bureau of

providing a thermodynamic advantage by

Energy Efficiency (BEE) and a recent Godrej &
Boyce model was labeled the "Diet AC" because it

improving performance at high ambient

surpassed India's energy efficiency standards. R-32

temperatures-such as those present in

is also a viable option. In 2014, Daikin's Corporate

India. Two refrigerant alternatives, in

Social Responsibility Report showed that RACs

particular, R-290 and R-32 have received

using R-32 are being sold in 30 different countries.

significant attention and are increasingly
being used in India and internationally.

The compressors for R-32 are similar to the HFC410a compressors and therefore, will not cost any
more than HFC-410a. Furthermore, the U.S. EPA

Switching to lower GWP options could

recently approved both R-290 and R-32 as viable

result in a 15% energy savings.

alternatives under its Significant New Alternatives
Policy (U.S. EPA SNAP) program.

Commercially Viable Options
As the air conditioning market expands, utilizing

International markets have already begun

and providing a supportive policy framework to

phasing down HFCs through the

encourage the use of energy efficient refrigerants

adoption of legislation and individual

However, continuing down the path of HFC-410A

United States, Japan, and the Europe

forecloses these opportunities.

Union have already implemented

There is a supportive international framework to

legislation addressing HFCs. This shows

enable the transition to alternative refrigerants in

a global shift away from antiquated,

India. The Montreal Protocol framework is already in

inefficient chemicals. Furthermore,
companies are designing products that

place and has served as a successful tool in
addressing a transition away from ozone-depleting
substances (ODS) such as CFCs and HCFCs. India

satisfy the most stringent energy

is in the process of phasing out use of ozone

efficiency, safety, and environmental

depleting refrigerants as part of its national

standards so they can be marketed

commitment under the Montreal Protocol. It is

worldwide.

almost certain that high-GWP HFCs will also need

energy efficient refrigerants: reducing stress on India's energy grid

market transitions. Countries like the

to be phased out eventually. Recently, India
proposed an amendment to the Montreal Protocol
that would include phase down of HFCs. What is
clear is that utilizing the Montreal Protocol to

International Market Trends and Benefits
Alternative refrigerants also support Indian
manufacturers keeping pace with global market
trends. In line with Prime Minister Modi's "Make In

leapfrog to low-GWP alternatives right away, rather
than using technology that will become globally
obsolete and require double transition costs is a
smart move.

India" campaign, Indian manufacturers could benefit
significantly from switching to alternative low-GWP

India need to adopt alternative

begun phasing down HFCs through the adoption of

refrigerants that reduce stress on the

legislation and individual market transitions.

energy grid, operate more efficiently,

Countries like the United States, Japan, and the

open up new export markets and combat

Europe Union have already implemented legislation

climate change. Leapfrogging over

addressing HFCs. Moreover, several markets,
including China, Japan, Indonesia, Thailand and the

antiquated, soon-to-be obsolete, and

European Union are seeing rapid adoption of

inefficient refrigerants will not only

alternative refrigerants. This shows a global shift

benefit the power sector, it will also

away from antiquated, inefficient chemicals.

advance the Indian economy by saving

Furthermore, companies are designing products
that satisfy the most stringent energy efficiency,

consumers money and ensuring that

safety, and environmental standards so they can be

Indian industries can compete in the

marketed worldwide. These market trends and

global market.

regulatory measures could affect India's major
export markets and provide an early commercial
driver for change in India among export-oriented
companies. Energy efficient refrigerant transition

India's RAC market is in need of and primed to

projects could also revive enterprises in the

adopt alternative refrigerants that reduce stress on

commercial refrigeration sector, increase

the energy grid, operate more efficiently, open up

employment for India's young population, and allow

new export markets and combat climate change.

India to penetrate key international markets.

These commercially viable alternative refrigerants
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refrigerants that are being adopted in key markets

energy efficient refrigerants: reducing stress on India's energy grid

can help India in achieving India's national energy
goals by alleviating the burdened energy grid while

(2014), available at:

for domestic manufacturers. Leapfrogging over

http://www.daikin.com/csr/report/2014/daikin_csr2014e_all.pdf.

antiquated, soon-to-be obsolete, and inefficient

the World," http://www.daikin.com/csr/feature/01.html#chap01

will also advance the Indian economy by saving

(accessed April 18, 2015).

consumers money and ensuring that Indian

Daikin Global, "World's First R32 Air Conditioner Released in Japan

industries can compete in the global market. India's

and India," http://www.daikin.com/csr/feature/02_2.html (accessed

recent proposal is to move in the right direction to

April 18, 2015).

for energy security.

Daikin UK, White Paper: Introducing R32 (noting sales exceeding 2
million), http://www.daikin.co.uk/contacts-anddownloads/whitepapers/index.jsp (accessed April 18, 2015).

Global Response to HFCs Through Fair and Effective Ozone and
Climate Policies, Chatham House (Presentation at Open-Ended
Working Group to the Montreal Protocol, July 15, 2014).
Andersen, Stephen O., Duncan Brack, and Joanna Depledge,
"Summary: A Global Response to HFCs Through Fair and Effective
Ozone and Climate Policies," Chatham House (Research Paper, July
2014), available
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Daikin Global, "Taking the Next Generation Refrigerant R-32 Around

refrigerants will not only benefit the power sector, it

Andersen, Stephen O., Duncan Brack and Joanna Depledge, A
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Daikin Group, Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2014, 13

simultaneously providing a growing export market
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Kochi Solar City
master plan

Ashish Verma and Sonali Malik

C

ities in India are significantly dependent on fossil
fuels for the functioning of their services and
future growth, depending largely upon its long term
availability. Indian cities already face formidable
challenges in meeting its energy needs and providing
adequate energy in a sustainable manner at
affordable prices. India has limited conventional
energy reserves and abundant renewable energy
potential. Renewable energy potential for grid
connected power generation in India is an aggregate
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A major challenge faced by Indian cities
is meeting their energy needs and
providing adequate energy in a
sustainable manner at affordable
prices. Renewable energy potential for
grid connected power generation in
India is an aggregate of 84,776 MW of
which only 9372.5 MW (11%) is
installed. To bridge this, Government of
India initiated the solar cities
programme in 2008 to motivate cities to
adopt renewable energy technologies
and energy efficiency measures.
Amongst 60 cities in India, Kochi has
been identified to be developed as a
solar city, making it the pioneer in
Kerala. The Kochi solar city master plan
aims at a 10% reduction in the present
total energy demand at the end of a five
year period, targeting transportation,
industrial and residential sectors and
implements strategies based on the
energy consumed by each sector.

Kochi solar city master plan

of 84,776 MW of which only 9372.5 MW (11%) is
installed. Government of India initiated the solar cities
programme in 2008 in order to motivate cities to
adopt renewable energy technologies and energy
efficiency measures. Kochi has been identified to be
developed as a solar city amongst 60 cities in India. It
is the first city in the state of Kerala to be developed
into a solar city.

renewable energy resource potential in and around
Kochi.
Based on this study, implementable sector wise
renewable energy and energy efficiency technology
options are suggested, which the Corporation of
Cochin can take forward. A five-year action plan with
set goals and expected GHG abatements along with
an indicative financial outlay has also been suggested
for implementation.

Solar City Programme
A solar city aims to reduce a minimum of 10% of its
projected demand of conventional energy over a
period of five years, through a combination of
enhancing supply from renewable energy sources in
the city and energy efficiency measures. A solar city
is required to carry out certain key activities such as
preparing a master plan with a few implementable
detailed pilot projects and setting up of a solar city
cell for implementing the identified projects. It also
requires cities to carry out capacity building
programmes and various promotional activities.
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The Kochi Solar City Master Plan report
46 gives an overview of energy demand and
supply for the year 2012-13 along with
sector-wise energy consumption pattern
and energy supply mix. The demand
forecasting has been done for the next ten
years based on the immediate past trends
and future growth. A five-year action plan
with set goals and expected GHG
abatements along with an indicative
financial outlay has also been suggested
for implementation.

Kochi Solar City
The Solar City Master Plan for Kochi has been
prepared by ICLEI South Asia in consultation with
various stakeholders and has been sent to MNRE for
approval.
The Kochi Solar City Master Plan report gives an
overview of energy demand and supply for the year
2012-13 along with sector-wise energy consumption
pattern and energy supply mix.The demand
forecasting has been done for the next ten years
based on the immediate past trends and future
growth. The report also gives an outline of the

Energy consumed in the city comprises
mainly of electricity, petrol, diesel and
LPG. The transportation sector is the
largest consumer of energy with a share of
62%, followed by the residential sector
with 29%. Kochi also has high renewable
resource potential owing to high amount
of solar energy, wind energy and energy
from biomass.

Energy Consumption Pattern in Kochi City
Energy consumed in the city comprises mainly of
electricity, petrol, diesel and LPG. This was equivalent
to 1,856 Million Units (MUs) in the year 2012-13.
Petrol and Diesel, amongst all, are the most
consumed forms of energy and constitute 61% of the
total energy consumption. These are mostly used for
transportation activities in the city. Electricity, which
constitutes 32% of the total energy consumption, is
the next most consumed form of energy and is used
across all sectors. LPG is also significantly consumed
in residential and transportation sectors and
constitutes 7% of the total consumption. Overall, the
transportation sector is the largest consumer of
energy having a share of 62%. Residential sector is
the second largest consumer of energy with 29%. The
chart below shows the sector-wise energy
consumption in Kochi city in the year 2012-13.

Solar energy potential in Kochi city is high. Kochi
receives good amount of solar radiation with an
annual average of 5.3 kWh/m2 /day. Wind energy
potential in the city is also good with the average
wind power density being 4.3. Energy can also be
produced from biomass and municipal/industrial
waste generated in the city.

Action Plan
As per the programme, the Plan should aim at a
minimum of 10% in projected total demand of 975
MUs of conventional energy to be achieved over a
period of five years, which comes to around 97.5
MUs. The Master Plan sets a goal of 155.42 MUs with
93.64 MUs from Renewable Energy (RE) installation
and 61.78 MUs from Energy Efficiency (EE)
measures. The chart below shows the year-wise
energy consumption reduction targets.

RE strategies devised for the city's
residential sector will lead to energy
saving of about 28.77 MUs and GHG
emission reduction of 17,170 tonnes per
year, contributing 29.36% towards the total
reduction target of 975 MUs. It is highly
recommended that Kochi lays more
importance on installation and use of solar
water heaters which can show great
results in energy saving and emission
reduction.

Residential
Residential sector is the largest energy consumer
other than transport activities in the city. Different
renewable energy options have been proposed based
on available technology and economic feasibility.
 Use of solar water heaters (SWH) in 10% of the
households using electric geysers
 Use of solar cooker in 15% of the households
using LPG cylinders
 Use of solar lanterns in 50% of the households
using kerosene lamps

With regard to RE strategies, maximum savings can
be obtained in industrial and commercial sector.
Measures in residential sector can also significantly
contribute to energy reductions. Energy efficiency
measures target residential and industrial sectors
which can significantly cut down energy
consumptions.
Considering the available renewable energy options,
the future demands based on past trends and also
the aim of a total 10% reduction, the following sectorwise strategies have been suggested.

Kochi solar city master plan

Strategies are recommended for various categories of
consumers based on type and quantum of energy
consumed and the availability of resource and space.
While preparing the strategies, only techno
economically viable and commercially available
renewable energy options are considered.

 Use of solar home lighting system in 50% of the
households using kerosene lamps
 Use of solar rooftop during load shedding in 50%
of the households using DG sets
Adoption of the above mentioned RE strategies will
lead to energy saving of about 28.77 MUs and GHG
emission reduction of 17,170 tonnes per year. These
will enable the residential sector to contribute 29.36%
towards the total reduction target of 975 MUs. It is
highly recommended that the city lays more
importance on installation and use of SWH in the city
which can show great results in context of energy
saving and emission reduction.
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Renewable Resource Potential in Kochi

Sector-wise Renewable Energy Strategies
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Energy consumption is estimated to increase to
approximately 975 MUs in 2017-18 and 1,244 MUs in
2022-23.

Kochi solar city master plan

Commercial and Institutional
Renewable energy options have been proposed for
Commercial and Institutional buildings like hotels,
restaurants, hostels, hospitals, etc. based on
available technology and economic feasibility.
 Solar steam cooker for cooking in schools, hostels,
hotels and restaurants with total targeted capacity
of 15,475 sq.m.
 Solar water heaters for hotels, restaurants and
hospitals with total targeted capacity of 832075
LPD.
 Solar PV power plant for hotels, restaurants and
hospitals with total targeted capacity of 2,714 kWp.
 Biogas for Hotels and Restaurants with total
targeted capacity of 1,343 cum.
It is estimated that introduction of RE system in
commercial and institutional sectors in Kochi city as
mentioned above will save 29.46 MUs of energy in
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five years and reduce GHG emission by 25,041
tonnes per year. Introduction of solar water heater
system in the hospitality, health care sector and
educational campus should be given prime
importance.

For the industrial sector, a targeted
capacity of 869,740 LPD for SWH and
13,028 kWp for solar PV is proposed. For
the municipal sector, renewable energy
devices are proposed for all categories of
consumers including streetlights, outdoor
lights in parks and monuments, markets,
office buildings of the Municipal
Corporation, water supply and sewerage
treatment plant.

Commercial and Institutional

Renewable energy devices are proposed for different
categories of industrial consumers based on their
type and quantum of energy demand. SWH system
and solar photo voltaic (PV) Power Plant is
recommended wherever applicable to different types
of industrial units in the city. The targeted capacity of
SWH is 869,740 LPD and that for solar PV is 13,028
kWp. The two measures in this sector would save
about 32.6 MUs of energy and reduce 27,700 tonnes
of GHG emissions.

Various commercial establishments have been targeted
for introduction of efficient technologies to replace the
conventional ones and achieve energy efficiency.

In the case of energy efficiency strategies
proposed for various sectors, focus is
more on replacing inefficient cooling
systems and using energy efficient water
pumps and lighting systems.

Energy Efficiency Strategies

 Replacing conventional water pumps with energy
efficient water pumps
 Use of energy efficient lighting technologies like
CFLs, electronic ballasts, etc.
The above mentioned strategies save about 7.96
million kWh of electricity and contribute to 8.12% of the
overall target of the plan. They also contribute to
reduce approximately 6,209 tonnes of GHG emissions.

Industrial
With regard to industries, high energy saving potential
is seen in lighting and cooling areas for which
appropriate actions are suggested.
 Replacing inefficient cooling systems like fans and
ACs with BEEs star rated appliances
 Use of energy efficient lighting technologies like
CFLs, electronic ballasts, etc.
These initiatives will result in 22.02 million kWh of
saving electricity consumption which is approximately
22.47% of the total target. It would also save 17,355
tonnes of GHG emissions.

Residential
To achieve energy efficiency in residential households,
emphasis is laid on replacing inefficient cooling
appliances like fans and ACs with BEEs star rated
appliances which have huge saving potential. Other
than this the following strategies have been proposed.
 Replacing conventional refrigerators with BEEs star
rated refrigerators

Municipal
Replacement of inefficient streetlights with energy
efficient LEDs is the main strategy to be adopted in
this sector. It has been estimated to save about 6.58
MUs in five years which is 6.72% of the total energy
reduction target. The emissions would be reduced to
about 5,532 tonnes per year.

 Replacing conventional water pumps with energy
efficient water pumps
 Use of energy efficient lighting technologies like
CFLs, electronic ballasts, etc.
All these measures can save approximately 27 million
kWh of conventional electricity and contribute to
27.3% of the energy reduction goal. These measures
will also reduce about 20,887 tonnes of GHG
emissions.

Formation of a Solar City Cell, under the
purview of the Corporation of Cochin is an
integral component of the Programme.
This cell will provide technical guidance,
expertise and financial analyses of
projects for potential investors.
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The primary consumers in this sector are streetlights,
outdoor lights in parks and monuments, markets,
office buildings of the Municipal Corporation, water
supply, sewerage treatment plant etc. Renewable
energy devices are suggested for all categories of
consumers depending upon the energy demand. The
sector has ample opportunity to save energy through
introducing renewable energy and energy
conservation measures and could show case these
initiatives to encourage people to adopt them.

 Replacing conventional refrigerators with BEEs star
rated refrigerators

January - March 2015

Municipal Activities

 Replacing inefficient cooling systems like fans and
ACs with BEEs star rated appliances

Kochi solar city master plan

Industrial

Kochi solar city master plan

January - March 2015
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Implementation Strategy
For proper implementation of the programme, the
formation of a Solar City Cell has been proposed
which is an integral component of this programme.
The solar city cell will be formed under the purview of
Corporation of Cochin and will provide technical
guidance, expertise and financial analyses of projects
for potential investors - individuals and companies.
MNRE will provide INR 10 lakh for establishment of
this cell and depute one senior engineer or technical
person as overall in-charge of the solar city cell. The
detailed functions and modus operandi of the solar
city cell has been elaborated in the guidebook for
development of solar city, which is integral part of this
master plan.
Also, awareness and publicity programme have been
suggested to be taken up for creating mass
awareness amongst mass and target sectors in the
city. This is an integral part of the overall solar cities
programme and should be carried out by the Solar
City Cell. MNRE has allocated INR 20 lakh for each
city which should be wisely utilised to create
awareness about benefits and financial incentives for
targeted renewable energy systems and devices.
Awareness can be created through electronic media,
print media and publications, exhibitions, campaigns,
workshops and seminars, etc.

Financial Outlay
The estimated budget for development of Kochi as a
solar city is INR 696.59 crore which is planned to be
invested over the five years implementation period of
the programme. The budget for implementation of RE
strategy and EE strategy is estimated to be INR 577.8
crore (83%) and INR 118.7 crore (17%). It has been
proposed to be shared between the state government
and city authority (5%), MNRE (30%) and private
users (65%). While budget for RE strategy could be
shared by MNRE, state and city governments and
private users; EE strategies could be implemented
mainly by private investors only.
A substantial amount of investment could also be
recovered or the entire project could be partially
financed through the Renewable energy certificate or
carbon finance mechanism.

The Solar City Programme has been
successful in motivating the urban local
bodies, which are now adopting

renewable energy and energy efficiency in
their main development activities.
However, the success of solar city master
plan depends highly on its integration with
other development plans and schemes of
the city.

Way Forward
Kochi Solar City Master Plan gives a basket of
renewable energy and energy efficiency solutions
which are easily implementable and economically
feasible. The Master Plan has been submitted to
MNRE and can be implemented immediately on
approval. The proposals can bring about more than
10% reduction in the overall energy consumption and
will result in significant reduction in GHG emissions.
Kochi is the first solar city to be developed in the
state of Kerala. This development would give direction
to the state government to replicate the same in other
cities of the state. For efficient implementation of the
plan it is imperative that this master plan be
integrated with other development plans and
schemes of the city.
Overall, this programme has been successful in
motivating the urban local bodies, which are now
adopting renewable energy and energy efficiency in
their main development activities. Many cities have
also modified their suitable by-laws for promoting
renewable energy in their respective cities. However,
many milestones are yet to be reached for
development of solar cities in the real sense in the
country.
Ashish Verma is the Manager
(Energy and Climate) at ICLEI Local
Government for Sustainability, South
Asia.

Sonali Malik is a Project Associate
of Energy and Climate at ICLEI
Local Government for Sustainability,
South Asia.
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inverter AC

energy efficient

is the future

Daikin, since it not only helps save energy, but

also has lower Global Warming Potential and zero
Ozone Depleting Potential, Kanwaljeet Jawa,
Managing Director, Daikin India, tells Sapna
Gopal as part of the NRDC - CEEW Q&A Series. He
also speaks on why the company chose to convert
its entire AC production line to these environment

energy efficient inverter AC is the future

O

pting for refrigerant R-32 has paid off for

friendly refrigerants and explains why the future for
India lies in inverter AC.

On refrigerants
Under the Montreal Protocol, India is
currently phasing out use of HCFC-22 an ozone-depleting chemical
refrigerant used in room ACs. What is
your company's strategy for phasing
out HCFCs?
Under the Montreal Protocol, India has signed the
HCFC Phase-out Management Plan (HPMP), to

Warming Potential (GWP). So, as far as Daikin is
concerned, we have already phased out R-22 from
our residential range of AC's, including both Fixed
Speed AC and Inverter AC's, because HCFC-22 is
predominantly used in residential ACs. Our whole
residential AC line-up has been converted into a
refrigerant known as R-32 which is a hydro
fluorocarbon, known as HFC-32 or R-32. The
advantage of R-32 is that it is more energy-efficient,
has zero ozone depleting potential and the GWP is
one-third of R-410a and almost one-third of R-22.

When did the phasing out of R-22
begin and in what way has it helped?

There are two predominant refrigerants which are
currently used in India, one is R-22, which is an
HCFC and currently being phased out under the
Montreal Protocol, and the second one is R-410a,
which itself is a 50:50 blend of two HFCs-
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depleting refrigerant, but also has high Global
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Under the Montreal Protocol, India
has signed the HCFC Phase-out
Management Plan (HPMP), to
phase out HCFC-22, which is not
only an ozone depleting refrigerant,
but also has high Global Warming
Potential (GWP). There are two
predominant refrigerants which are
currently used in India, one is R-22,
which is an HCFC and currently
being phased out under the
Montreal Protocol, and the second
one is R-410a, which itself is a
50:50 blend of two HFCsrefrigerants R-32 and R-125. R-32 is
not a new refrigerant, it was
developed in the 1990's, but Daikin
started using it as a standalone
refrigerant in 2012.

energy efficient inverter AC is the future

refrigerants R-32 and R-125. R-32 is not a new

Are you aware of the environmental

refrigerant, it was developed in the 1990's, but

impact of the HCFC-22 alternatives

Daikin started using it as a standalone refrigerant in

available? Has your company

2012. In that year, we converted our partial line-up

evaluated these technologies or

to R-32 from R-22 and by 2013, the entire line-up

alternatives?

was converted. It has helped because R-32 has
better energy efficiency and less charge size as
compared to both these predominant refrigerants

We evaluated all the available options with alternate
refrigerants including HFC's like R-410a and then
decided to move towards R-32.

currently used in India, namely R-22 and R-410a. As
compared to R-22 which depletes the ozone layer

After assessing these alternate options including R-

and has a high GWP, R-32 is ozone friendly with a

410a, we evaluated the performance of these

lower GWP that is almost one third. When compared

alternatives at high ambient temperature and it was

to R-410a, which has even higher GWP than R-22,
R-32's GWP is one-third.

seen that the performance of R-32 is better by
almost 10 to 15% when compared to alternatives like
R-410a. Apart from that, the refrigerant charge
volume is reduced by 30% as compared to R-410a.
Also, from the perspective of economical viability,

For the past few years, increasing
attention is being given to HFCs which are not ozone depleting, but add
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R-32 is economical and is available at almost the
same price as R-22.

to global warming. In January, Prime

So, we can state that R-32 is the most balanced

Minister Narendra Modi and US

refrigerant as compared to other alternates currently

President Barack Obama announced

available with regards to parameters like efficiency,

that India would work to address these

ozone, price, safety, life-cycle and climate

gases in Montreal Protocol in 2015.

performance.

How does this impact your company

Also, as far as R-410A is concerned, it is a blend of

strategy when selecting a new

two gases, R-32 and R-125 in a ratio of 50% each.

refrigerant replacing HCFC-22?

Therefore, it becomes quite complex for a refrigerant

Our strategy to convert our residential product range
from R-22 to R-32 was very encouraging and

manufacturer to deal with the issues of availability,
mixing etc, whereas R-32 is a single chemical
refrigerant.

advantageous. The Indian market responded very
well to this and we are able to sell more than
2, 50,000 AC's in FY-14 with R-32 refrigerant.
As for the global market of R-32 AC, in Japan, we
sold 3 million ACs with R-32 and apart from that we
have launched these ACs in 27 European Countries.
Also simultaneously, R-32 ACs have been launched

What are the safety implications of
transitioning to alternative refrigerants?
What steps has your company taken to
address safety in manufacturing? What
is the safety for the end user? Does
this add to the cost of your products?

in Australia, Thailand, Indonesia, Philippines,
Vietnam and Malaysia. In Japan, apart from the

As far as safety is concerned, while using this

residential AC range, light commercial AC's till 4.5

refrigerant in ACs, we assessed all the parameters

Tonnes have also been launched with R-32
refrigerant.

like operating pressure etc. and we carried out
some minor modifications in our production line as
we converted directly from R-22 to R-32.

done till now. So, from the growth point of view, it is

Trade and Industry (METI), also organized R-32

really amazing and we have a clear cut strategy of

training for service technicians. When it comes to

promoting R-32 refrigerants and inverter AC, since it

cost, the price of R-32 AC is the same as R-22 AC.

is the future. Daikin inverter AC proportion is
approximately 35% to 40%. Moreover, the Indian
industry is moving towards growth with the

On efficiency

introduction of various technologies like inverter ACs
and Variant Refrigerant Volume (VRV).

energy efficient inverter AC is the future

Daikin, along with Japan's Ministry of Economy,

The room air-conditioning market in
India, worth Rs 9,500 crore, is
expected to double in the next three to
four years with a 15 per cent growth.

A recent report by leading think tank

What does this mean for the AC

Council on Energy, Environment and

industry?

Water (CEEW) estimates that
emissions from room AC use in India
enhancing efficiency and shifting to

The growth has picked up this year and as per

low global warming refrigerants. What

recent reports by NRDC and CEEW, by 2030, 300

is your take on this? What steps is

million ACs will be installed. As of now, 70% of the

your company taking to improve the

installation is yet to happen, only 30% has been

energy efficiency of products?
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can be reduced by up to 38% by

since it has been growing for the past few years.
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It is a very positive thing for the Indian AC industry,

energy efficient inverter AC is the future

Inverter AC is an emerging technology, so from that

BEE's Standards and Labelling (S&L)

point of view, we have done a lot of analysis, with

Program requires mandatory rating of

regard to comparing them with fixed speed AC. In

ACs sold in India. The stringency of

some of the branding by Daikin, over the last few

the rating increases every two years. In

years, there is a saving of 64% inverter ACs,

what way can the S&L program and

compared to fixed speed ACs. Also, by using R-32,

other policies can be more supportive

the condenser side has been reduced by 10%

of growth in the AC industry?

(Condenser means outdoor unit, because in split
ACs, there is an indoor unit, installed inside the

The S&L programme by the BEE should consider
extending the rating from two years to atleast three

room, and the outdoor unit installed outside to

to four years so that the industry can streamline

release the heat). In terms of saving, it has been to

their product basis and sell that accordingly. The

the extent of 64%. We have done an analysis and

current programme is valid only for fixed speed ACs

also introduced a model in India, which is one of the

and that too which are less than 3 tonnes. They

most efficient. It has a co-efficient of performance

should also think about the industry which is selling

(COP) of 3.8 and with that we can easily save about

ACs that are more than three tonne in capacity. For

64% of energy. So, these are the steps which have

the benefit of the industry, some of the technologies

been taken by Daikin, wherein R-32 can save 10%

like fixed speed ACs and inverter ACs should be

and the inverter AC can save about 64%.

combined so that consumers can choose a higher
energy efficient product in the market. They should
think about merging the technologies so that the
industry can explain to the consumer and the

What are the barriers and opportunities
for enhancing energy efficiency in
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consumer in turn can choose a more efficient
product.

room ACs in India?

What is the level of consumer
The Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE) revises

awareness about environmentally

energy performance standards every two years. BEE

friendly aspects of ACs? Which

is expected to introduce new standards that include

aspects are the most important, energy

inverter ACs into the standards and labeling

efficiency, refrigerants, maintenance or

programme. What we feel is that this is an

costs? Is cost the only factor for the

opportunity, because when inverter AC is endorsed

consumer?

by the BEE, people respect it and then choose a
more efficient product.

The top most criteria is of course the cost factor, but
that is mostly in Tier II and Tier III cities, wherein

With regards to barriers, the performance standard

they buy just one AC, which is two star or three star

is revised every two years. By the time the industry

and is competitive in the market. In metros, some of

sets its product line-up for one year, next year, they

the consumers are more aware and want to opt for

have to change again. Secondly, the refrigerants

ACs which are energy efficient. However, research

come under the Ministry of Environment and Forests

shows that while aspects such as features,

(MoEF). So, there are no guidelines to use low GWP

specifications and energy efficiency are significant,

HFCs in India. Therefore, some of the guidelines

cost is still a predominant factor that dominates the

need to be formulated as to how India can move

concerns of the Indian consumer.

from HFCs to low Global Warming Potential (GWP)
HFCs.

Inverter AC: The market in India is about 9% to
10%, so those are premium customers who opt for

In India, we are manufacturing till 2 Tonne R-32 ACs.

more than cost.

But in Japan, we have also launched ACs which are
4.5 tonnes. In the longer run, you will see a lot of R32 ACs coming up in both the residential and

How would you rate the ACs
manufactured at your end, as far as
maintenance is concerned? Does this
have an impact on efficiency?

commercial AC category.
Keeping the consumers in mind, we have developed
a campaign where we have tried to make them

energy efficient inverter AC is the future

it. In fact for them, energy efficiency matters much

aware about environment friendly ACs and
refrigerants. India being a price sensitive market,
such green technologies will also help the consumer

Generally, what Daikin does is offer a five-year

save cost and energy. The cost of an inverter AC is

warranty on compressors and a one-year warranty

higher by Rs 4,000 to Rs 5,000, but they can

on ACs. We also offer Annual Maintenance Contract

recover that money within one year.

(AMC) which a consumer can opt for and our
service engineers go and do the maintenance.
However, if the consumer continues to use the AC

What would your advice be to other

for three to four years without any maintenance, it

Indian AC manufacturers considering

will affect his appliance. Since pollution levels are

using R-32 as a refrigerant alternative

high and a lot of dust accumulates, choking is

to HCFC-22?

possible and impacts efficiency. So, we recommend
that customers go in for maintenance on a halfyearly basis.
light commercial ACs, whereas R410A and R134-A

campaign has been developed to make

is used in commercial ACs like chillers. So, they

them aware about environment friendly

should look for refrigerants which can cater to

ACs and refrigerants. India being a price
sensitive market, such green

residential AC and commercial requirement in the
near future. While R-22 can be replaced by R-32, for
other commercial ACs, other refrigerants are yet to

technologies will also help the consumer

be developed. They should look for an option which

save cost and energy. Though the cost of

can cater to residential and light commercial ACs.

an inverter AC is higher by Rs 4,000 to
Rs 5,000, it can be recovered within one
year.

HCFC is going to be phased out by 2030 and the
government has already defined reduction levels.
Since the demand is high and the availability is
going to be very less, they should choose a
refrigerant which is commercially available in the
market.

Steering ahead

What are your company's expansion
plans for 2015 and the next few years?
What is your current capacity for
manufacturing these environmentally
friendly ACs?
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alternate
technologies
for a clean,
sustainable future:
the McDonald's story of
waterless urinals
Ranjit Paliath

India and its citizens, despite
the numerous measures that
have been taken to address
and rectify the situation. Water
supply crisis and poor waste
management only add more
fuel to the fire. Mc Donald's
chain of restaurants took an
initiative and installed waterless
urinals, designed by IIT, Delhi,
in a few of its restaurants to
minimize water wastage and
promote water conservation.
Waterless urinals enable water
to be used for other productive
activities like agriculture and
industry, in turn taking the load
off the city sewage systems.

January - March 2015
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alternate technologies for a clean, sustainable future: the McDonald's story of waterless urinals

O

ne of the biggest problems facing India today
is the lack of adequate sanitation, an issue

devastation), and the #8 global risk based on
likelihood (likelihood of occurring within 10 years).

which requires more than a budget allocation or a

In India, water shortage is already becoming a

change in attitude to address. Apart from having an

severe challenge.

adverse effect on health and quality of life, this
issue affects the economic growth of our country. A

Home to 18 per cent of the world's population, India

recent study by the Water and Sanitation Program

contains only 4 per cent of the world's usable water

of the World Bank estimated that inadequate

resource, a disparity further exacerbated by poor

sanitation in the country leads to losses close to 2.4

resource management and inefficient waste

trillion rupees (the equivalent of 6.4% of India's GDP

disposal. To put this into perspective, note that the

in 2006).

annual per capita availability of water in India
decreased from 6,042 cubic meter in the year 1947

While many solutions have been bandied about to

to 1,545 cubic meter in 2011, while experts predict

tackle this problem, including the much touted

that the annual per capital availability of water will

'toilets for all' campaign launched by the

further reduce to 1,340 cubic meter by 2025 and to

Government of India and other social organizations,

1,140 cubic meter by the year 2050.*

two central issues impeding sanitation efforts in the
country are yet to be adequately addressed by all
concerned.

Acknowledging that water is a critical input for the
agricultural systems that grow and support the food
served at the restaurants, McDonald's undertook a

These are, firstly, the looming water crisis, wherein

study of its restaurants to determine how they could

fresh water supply is becoming increasingly scarce

contribute to saving water in the country.

in India and the world, and secondly, the poor
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waste management system which is unable to
recycle or safely dispose of the waste generated in
the country even at present.

An average toilet was observed to use
between 4 to 10 liters of water for every
flush, while a stuck flush valve could

Home to 18 per cent of the world's

waste around 64,000 liters of water per

population, India has only 4 per cent of

year. Even one small steady leak in a

the world's usable water resource, a

pipe could waste up to 227,125 liters of

disparity further exacerbated by poor

water per annum. By replacing the water

resource management and inefficient

based waste disposal system with a

waste disposal. The annual per capita

waterless urinal, 1, 51,000 liters of water

availability of water in India decreased

could be saved per urinal per year.

from 6,042 cubic meter in the year 1947
to 1,545 cubic meter in 2011, while
experts predict that it will further reduce
to 1,340 cubic meter by 2025.

It was found that water used in washrooms was the
biggest contributor to waste in the restaurants. An
average toilet was observed to use between 4 to 10
liters of water for every flush, while a stuck flush
valve could waste around 64,000 liters of water per

In January 2015, the World Economic Forum

year. Even one small steady leak in a pipe could

announced that water crisis is the #1 global risk

waste up to 227,125 liters of water every year. By

based on impact to society (as a measure of

replacing the water based waste disposal system

The second is a cost effective mechanical solution

51,000 liters of water could be saved per urinal

designed by IIT Delhi and distributed by Ekam Eco

every year. The change has already been

Solutions which can be retrofitted into existing

implemented in 30 of McDonald's restaurants in

urinals. Patented as Zerodor, the non-chemical

West India, with plans to extend the initiative to all

device operates like a valve to efficiently seal the

the restaurants in West and South India in a phased

drainage channel when not in use, hence

manner. Taking into account the number of urinals

repressing odour, ensuring hygiene and even

in each one of McDonald's 202 restaurants in the

enabling the efficient collection of urine for

region (as on December 2014), where the initiative

productive use in agricultural and industrial

is to be extended, the potential impact on water

processes.

conservation is tremendous.
Both technologies are low-cost, low-maintenance
Thus with the goal of promoting sustainability and

and can be adapted to existing urinals after

an eye to relieving the overburdened resources and

switching off the water supply. Zerodor in particular

waste disposal system in the country, McDonald's

can be cleaned and maintained within a few

India began implementing waterless urinals in

minutes and does not require any replacements or

restaurants across Mumbai. The change will be

recurring expenditure.

implemented in all its restaurants in West and South
India.

alternate technologies for a clean, sustainable future: the McDonald's story of waterless urinals

with a waterless urinal, it was found that over 1,

Better Waste Management

microbes along with an automatic

agriculture and in various industries, a use value
that goes underexploited in water heavy sewage

sprayer system, hence eliminating the

systems which require expensive recycling

need for water and keeping the urinals

procedures to separate useful waste from reusable

clean and hygienic. A second technology

water.

efficiently seals the drainage system

McDonald's India is on a major expansion drive,

when not in use, eliminating odour. Both

during which 175-250 new restaurants is planned to

technologies used are cost effective and

be opened in West and South India within the next

requires minimum maintenance.

3-5 years. McDonald's plan to include utilizing
Zerodor in all new restaurants since the technology
is particularly suited for recycling efforts.

How does it work?
Two kinds of waterless urinal systems are
incorporated in McDonald's restaurants. The first
utilizes a combination of chemical cleaners
comprised of odor-digesting non-pathogenic
bacteria and enzymes, polymerized fragrance
systems and an automatic spray dispensing system,
which keep the urinals clean and hygienic without
the need for a water connection.
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a mix of chemicals and non pathogenic

Waterless urinals separate waste from water,
enabling the collection of the former for use in

A Fragrant Solution
In addition to their overt benefits, these alternative
technologies also improve the quality of air in
washrooms, keeping them smelling fresh and clean.
Urine, when left to react with water releases
ammonia in the drainpipe which generates bad
odour. Waterless urinal technology prevents this and

January - March 2015

The first type of waterless urinals utilize

alternate technologies for a clean, sustainable future: the McDonald's story of waterless urinals

further provides additional means to fight bad odour

Results

in the washrooms.
In addition to significantly contributing to the
The Good Sense Odour Eliminator utilizes non-

sustainable conservation of water, the initiative also

pathogenic bacteria and the enzymes they produce

helped reduce the load on sewage systems in the

to digest organic waste, removing the foul odour

city. Waterless urinals proved to be dry, clean and

caused by urine, faeces, blood, vomit, food spills,

convenient, as well as more efficient at odor

garbage and grease. It also prevents clogging of

suppression. By replacing damp urinals which foster

drains.

microbes, the new system reduced risk of infections
and air-borne diseases.

The Taski Fresh and Clean Urinal Screen is another
economical device used by McDonald's to facilitate

The new methods avert common problems

odour control and provide controlled and consistent

associated with water based cleaning systems. For

fragrant release for up to 30 days.

instance, the use of hard water for flushing leads to

The Good Sense Automatic Spray Dispensing

issue that cannot arise with waterless systems.

scale formation that causes blockages in drains, an

System delivers a finer and drier mist, utilizing
O.N.T. Technology which is effective against a
variety of malodours. The lighter particles remain
airborne longer and spread throughout the room,
resulting in a constant level of fragrance over time

Waterless urinals provide the opportunity to
separate urine from sewage for productive use in
agricultural or industrial processes. This separation
also helps reduce the high nitrates and
phosphorous levels found in sewage.

whose effects last 6 times longer than average
aerosols. Its Actscent TM fragrances technology
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62 offer immediate malodour neutralization and hours

The Way Forward

of residual action.
Sanitation for all can never be a reality unless
Zerodor is a mechanical valve fitted into a urinal

innovative solutions are devised for water

which creates an airtight barrier, preventing foul

conservation and better waste management. The

odour from escaping the drainage system and

initiative to implement waterless technologies in the

contaminating the washroom. It does not require

washrooms is part of a larger agenda to contribute

any chemicals, replaceable parts or consumables to

to sustainable development in India.

function.
The introduction of the alternative technologies in all
our restaurants can both test out their efficiency as
well as familiarize the populace with their benefits,

This initiative not only reduces water

paving the way for the acceptance of

wastage, but also takes a huge load off

unconventional innovations to address present and

the city sewage systems. Dry and clean

future challenges related to resource availability and
recycling.

urinals are much more convenient to use
and reduces the risk of infectious
diseases caused by damp urinals.
Waterless urinals also provide the
opportunity to separate urine from
sewage for productive use in agricultural
processes.

Mr. Ranjit Paliath is Vice President,
Business Operations with
McDonald's India West & South.

